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Photo taken on Jan. 22, 2010 shows the sea ice on t he seashore in 
Xingcheng, northeast China's Liaoning Province. (Xi nhua/Ren Yong).  
http://english.sina.com/china/p/2010/0123/301434.html . This confirms WeatherAction’s warning 
issued 6 Jan for exceptional cold & icing at sea for NE China, SE Russia & Korea in 
this period.  The jet-stream / polar region animation* shows the blast from the N pole 
which caused it – following solar flares & resulting disturbances in the ionosphere & 
stratosphere.  *View via http://squall.sfsu.edu/crws/jetstream.html NH and see ‘Comments 
from Piers info box on www.weatheraction.com home page for advice on loading and 
http://tinyurl.com/yat5dw7 (=WA10NewsNo7) for more discussion. 
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Record ice-storms, blizzards & floods confirm 

WeatherAction long range forecast for waves 

of extreme events 16-27 Jan on 5 continents. 

SWT Chain of cause 

revealed (with 

animation) from 

Solar flares through 

ionosphere, 

stratosphere & jet 

stream to predicted 

world-wide extreme 

weather events. 

● Top SWIP (Solar 
Weather Impact Period) 
18-20 Jan scores 5/5 
● Major SWIP 24-26 Jan 
also scoring 5/5 

- New Tropical Cyclone 
Olga off Queensland 
- Met Office 4 day ahead 
UK forecasts ‘bending’ 
towards WeatherAction. 

 
“The TOP SWIP 18-20 Jan was predicted to be the most significant of three SWIPS in the 16-27th Jan 
prolonged world red warning period for extreme weather events on 4 continents”, said Piers Corbyn of 
WeatherAction long range forecasters; “- and the specific groups of events predicted for it all occurred: 

● Extra snow UK & Europe and specific warning for cyclonic conditions in Med/S Italy (2/2)  
        (see http://tinyurl.com/yat5dw7 =WA10NewsNo7, and  http://www.wetterzentrale.de/topkarten/tkfaxbraar.htm & choose 21Jan 0hrs) 

● USA Blizzards / Ice storms / freezing rain largely in East & Central parts (1/1) 
-  Well confirmed - N/E eg: Active lows NE USA 18-20 Jan bring cold blasts to E & centre http://tinyurl.com/yejr4yv  
-  ‘Unbelievable’ damage from ice-storm Iowa Central USA http://tinyurl.com/ya6pzmf ; 
-  Worst storms in California for 140 years http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/8473816.stm 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/weather/hi/home/newsid_8470000/8470609.stm including tornado-winds & mudslides - pic- http://tinyurl.com/yau4u7c  
-  3 feet of snow closes roads N Arizona (Emergency area) http://tinyurl.com/yez3vq4  

● Tropical Cyclone Forming NW Australia/Timor Sea 18/19Jan (+/-1d) (1/1) 
- Tropical Cyclone Magda formed 20th off NW Australia  

http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/s_indian/2010/index.html , landfall. 

● NE China, SE Russia, Korea - Exceptional cold, heavy snow & icing (1/1)  
- See Beijing & Mongolia report WANews No 7 & pic above (ongoing effects). 

In addition  to these events there were other extreme events in this time period (as 
WeatherAction warned would occur): Serious floods in Mexico http://tinyurl.com/yb836w4 - 
Floods in Gaza http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/8467543.stm ; - Rare summer snow in 
Australia  (see WA News No 7 = http://tinyurl.com/yat5dw7 ); - An extraordinary twister 18th 3am Egypt time on the Nile tragically 
killed honeymoon husband: http://tinyurl.com/y8wsl8v   Major Floods Egypt & Israel 19th  http://tinyurl.com/ybmy7cb ; - 300 families 
flooded out Johannesburg South Africa 20th http://tinyurl.com/y8w7dkg ; -  Severe cold & dense fog in North India 19, 20th etc 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/south_asia/8471631.stm  



Crusade against the 
science deniers! 

Print out this newssheet and 
show it to a Global Warmer 
you know and ask them: “Is 
all this from solar flares, to 
the ionosphere, the 
stratosphere, Scotland, 
China & the Timor Sea 
caused by driving cars?”  

New solar flares most extreme for two years 
- Solar Cycle 24 has now got going! 

- See SWT chain of cause in action! 
One of the drivers of the top SWIP 18-20 Jan included the 
most significant M flares for almost two years  {Go to 
http://spaceweather.com/  and view 19 Jan.   For new flares  record 18, 19, 20 Jan  see 
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpdir/latest/DSD.txt } “This means that solar cycle 
24 has at last got going” said Piers “This and other flares linked to 
Earth by the solar wind caused a major Sudden Ionospheric 
Disturbance later on 19 Jan (http://spaceweather.com/  and view 20 Jan for 
SID graph).  This was associated with a Sudden polar Stratospheric 
Warming http://tinyurl.com/yapwgkp  (NB for Arctic surface temps see 

http://ocean.dmi.dk/arctic/meant80n.uk.php) and ructions in the jet stream and 
polar air flow which gave the blast of cold air from the N pole into 
East Russia and China. For animation (NH) also via WANews 
No7 see http://squall.sfsu.edu/crws/jetstream.html & pic caption over.  
At the same time a lot of other things went on which we cannot see 
which gave the many extreme events around the world in this TOP SWIP, 
including all we specifically predicted in region and date” said Piers. 

St Lawrence river (eg) ice jam 

threat as predicted by SWT  
Weather Alerts - FOX44NOW.COM - Burlington/Plattsburgh News ...  (25 Jan) EASTERN 
CLINTON... EASTERN ESSEX...SOUTHEASTERN ST. LAWRENCE ...SOUTHERN FRANKLIN. 
... FLOODING DUE TO POTENTIAL ICE JAMS  FROM EXPECTED HEAVY RAINS.. 

The predictions for 24th-26th , the final SWIP in 16-27 Jan WeatherAction World Red 
Warning  period, are now being confirmed.  

● For USA (2/2) We are very pleased with our St Lawrence Ice Jam warning (NE USA) which we issued on 2 Jan as likely 
to happen eg later in the 16-27 Jan period and now we see the official warning. There are also other extreme events developing in 
USA; eg floods via Fox link above (eg Franklin, Grafton) , Blizzard warning N Dakota http://mystateusa.net/weather.aspx?id=559408 . 

● For N Europe espec Ireland, Britain & Scandinavia (1/1) more mild westerly flow is developing as predicted 
and it is – as we warned – turning milder (espec in W/N) and more mobile than standard forecasts stated on TV from 4 days ahead.  
Meanwhile (24/25) storms closed the Bosphorous in Turkey to ships and roads are closed by snow (pic)  http://tinyurl.com/ybj5r7r 
and heavy snow bought Greece to standstill http://tinyurl.com/2rxg68 

● Australia: TC Olga is pounding Queensland (1/1)     
confirming our forecast of 6 Jan for a Tropical Cyclone to form in the Coral 
sea around 24/25th http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/s_pacific/2010/index.html  

● NE China, Korea SE Russia (1/1) another bitter blast & icing  in 
WA forecast of 6 Jan for 24/25th Jan is now confirmed by warnings issued on 
23rd for sea ice to expand over the next few days. This is the worst ocean pack ice 
in 40 years; formed in the Bohai & Yellow seas it has caused $300Million loss of 
production due to forced closure of 6 out of 8 oil drilling rigs.   

 

For full forecasts see: http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp 
 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK Now that Solar Cycle 24 has got going does that mean that the increasing solar activity will make the 
world generally milder?   A: NO! The correlation of solar activity and world temperature applies for ODD cycles - which dominate the 
relationship between earth temperature & solar activity. World temps are generally lower in even cycles even when they are very active. 

 

THE science deniers Empire is hitting the iceberg of truth – again! 

EXPOSED! Climate researchers discovered that NASA &  NOAA scientists improperly  manipulated data   
in order to claim 2005 as "THE WARMEST YEAR ON RECORD." KUSI-TV meteorologist, Weather Channel founder, and iconic 
weatherman John Coleman presents these findings in a one-hour special airing on KUSI-TV: http://climaterealists.com/?id=4886 and go 
to part 6   & http://icecap.us/images/uploads/NOAAroleinclimategate.pdf . Discuss how to sweep the fraudsters away at WeatherAction Press Conf 29 Jan. 
 

STOP use of fraudulent data! – Please SIGN Downing St Petition!  
http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/UEACRU/   -     'We the undersigned petition the Prime Minister to suspend the Climate Research Unit at 
the University of East Anglia from preparation of any Government Climate Statistics until the various allegations have been fully 
investigated by an independent body.'   The link is easy to use. It Emails you back for 'signature' confirmation.  

Please sign & forward to someone else to sign.  ASK ALL WOULD BE CANDIDATES IN THE ELECTION (they h ave been chosen 
already) to sign and make it clear you will not vot e for anyone who doesn’t sign this petition  

 

VIDEO How the Solar Weather Technique Works  www.kane-tv.com/wa/youtube   & see Piers3 parts1, 2, 3 
 


